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                                             Sotralentz IBC tanks from 820 to 1000 liters.
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                                             IBC tank screw caps by brand.
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                                             Stainless steel Serflex.
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                                             Valve caps for 1000L IBC tanks.
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                                             Spouts and extensions for IBC tank valves.
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                                             Mixers with electric or pneumatic motor.
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                                             Retention tanks with a capacity of 1000 to 1500 L.
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                                             Protect tanks stored indoors or outdoors.
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                                             Safe filling adapted to the IBC lid.
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                                             In-line tank coupling kits or mother-daughter systems.
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                                                            In-liners 
                                    
                
                                             In-liners keep the liquids out of the air during tank cleaning.
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                                             Capseals, sealers, notch seals, cable ties.
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                                             Adaptors for metal and plastic drums.
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                                             Male and female taps for metal or plastic drums.
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                                             Male and female caps for drums.
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                                             Wrenches for drum bungs or caps.
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                                             Protective top for drums with bungs or open tops.
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                                             Mixers with electric motor for drums.
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                                             Lift easily a 225 liters drum.
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                                                            Heating jackets 
                                    
                
                                             Heating jackets for plastic and metal drums from 25 L to 225 L.
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                                             Drum heaters for 25 to 225 L metallic drums.
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                                             Base drum heaters for metallic drums.
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                                             Insulating covers to maintain temperature or protect from cold.
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                                            Pumps
                                                                                                                                                    
    	Lever pumps

	Universal pumps

	Rotative pumps

	Siphon pumps
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	Drums supports
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                                             Sotralentz plastic jerricans from 20 to 30 liters.
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                                             Adapters available in differents threads for jerrycans.
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                                             Taps for jerrycans and drums.
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                                             Caps for jerrycans and drums.
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                                             Wrenches for jerrycan bungs or caps.
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                                             Heating jackets for 25 L to 30 L jerrycans.
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                                             Spouts and dosing systems on cap for jerrycans.
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    	Small retention tanks
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                                                            IBC Retention Tanks 
                                    
                
                                             Retention tanks for IBC with a retention capacity of 1000 L to 1500 L.
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                                             Slots for retention tanks collect leaks during discharge.
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                                             Protective covers for retention systems can be stored indoor and outdoor.
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                                             Retention cabinets for IBCs, drums, jerrycans, inside / outside storage.
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                                             Secure the storage and handling of hazardous liquids in your drums.
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                                             Supports to manipulate your drums horizontally.
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                                             Funnels are used to safely fill either plastic and metal drums.
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                                             Trolleys with retention system to handle all dangerous liquids.
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                                             Small retention tanks for jerrycans from 8 to 300 L.
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                                             Racking for IBC with a retention capacity of 1050 L to 1650 L.
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                                             Retention platform for recover leaks during transfer, disassembly, cleaning various containers or temporary storage.
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                                                            Help to choose a retention tank 
                                    
                
                                             The choice of a retention tank is subject to the regulations on the storage of polluting and dangerous liquids.
To ensure that you are fully compliant with the law, we can help you determine the retention capacity you need.
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                                             Protect from cold the different liquids stored in your IBC tanks.
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                                             Flexible heating heaters to place under the 1000 liters ibc tanks.
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                                             Insulated jackets and top covers for IBC tanks.
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                                             Probes and thermometers for heating jackets.
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                                             Heating Jackets for either plastic and metal drums.
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                                             Drum heaters designed for 25 L to 220 L metallic drums.
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                                             Base drum heaters designed for heating 220 liters metallic drums.
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                                             Insulating covers to maintain temperature or protect from cold.
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                                                            How to choose the right heating system ? 
                                    
                
                                             We suggest that you fill in a quick questionnaire which will enable us to advise you on the choice of heating system best suited to your needs.
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